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Abstract

In the background of stagnant home markets, health care firms from mature economies are looking for opportunities in developing markets such as Vietnam. Various studies on marketing of health care from developed economies show contradictory findings for private and public hospitals with no mention of international hospitals. In this paper, the authors investigate the choice criteria and consumer perceptions of international hospitals in Ho Chi Minh City. Findings imply that younger consumers prefer private care as they suffer from minor illnesses and prioritize convenience, customer service and comfortable facilities. Some older patients are more conservative, seeking government sites due to trust, familiarity and insurance coverage. Irrespective of age and income, all those who experienced international hospitals where left with a lasting positive impression of the caring consultation and staff, modern equipment, and ‘VIP feel’ of facilities, with price quoted as the main barrier.
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Introduction

With the increase in globalization, developing markets are the target of a growing number of health care providers from mature economies such as International SOS (London), CMI (France), and Fortis Group (from Singapore). Current world health care spending has been estimated at around $7.2 trillion or 10% of world GDP [1] and projected to reach $18 billion by 2020 [2]. Within Asia, Vietnam has an average spend of 6.4% of GDP on health care, which places it higher than Myanmar (2%) and Laos (4.5%), but lower than more developed economies, e.g. Japan at 10% of GDP [3].

Despite high spending, the public sector in Vietnam suffers from congestion, is only partially insured, and plagued by corruption [4]. With a growing middle class and increase in lifestyle diseases, the market offers great opportunities for international firms, as imports account for 80% of pharmaceuticals and over 90% of medical devices [5]. Facilitated by WHO initiatives and the recently signed TPP, private health spending is captured by a few foreign and joint-venture hospitals which cater to the affluent segments in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City [6].

According to the literature reviewed, customer perceptions and choice factors are an important part of the Information search and Evaluation of alternatives stages in the decision-making process [7]. In mature economies, hospital choice tends to be governed by convenience, customer care, reputation, and specialties available, among others. In developing economies, more basic factors such as price and facilities play a major role, along with hospital reputation, and estimated value of bribe needed. The literature on the superiority of private v. public health care has been so far inconclusive, as in some developing economies government hospitals appear to fare better on doctor expertise and efficacy of treatment, but lag behind in resource-intensive dimensions such as staff training and operational efficiency. For Vietnam, studies mostly focus on social insurance coverage and affordability of government hospitals, with few investigations into private care and none dedicated to international providers.

The current study aims to investigate the perceptions of local patients towards international health care in HCM City, drivers and barriers towards local v. foreign hospitals, and the main criteria influencing the decision-making process. The report starts with an overview of literature relevant to evaluation of alternatives in the decision-making stage, in particular perceptions and choice factors of hospitals, followed by methodology and data collection of 11 qualitative interviews, analysis of findings using coding and verbatim, discussion of results, implications and conclusion.

Literature Review

This section reviews the steps in the consumer-decision process, with an emphasis on evaluation of alternatives and country of origin effects for international service providers. Next, choice factors are analysed for hospitals in mature and developing economies, followed by an overview of the health care system in Vietnam.

The consumer decision-making process

Defined as ‘the process of making purchase decisions based on cognitive and emotional influences such as impulse, family, friends, advertisers, role models, moods, and situation that influences a purchase’ [7], the consumer decision-making process explains how and why consumers make purchases. Need recognition or Problem recognition [5] refer to the stimuli that trigger the consumer’s awareness of the gap between reality and the desired state? During Information Search, the consumer uses commercial sources (company website, brochures) and informal input (family recommendations, e-word-of-mouth) to find ‘solutions’ for the identified need. Evaluation of alternatives happens somewhat simultaneously as it involves critically appraising competing offerings and judging the benefits and risks of various options. With
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a set of expected benefits in mind, the prospect may proceed with the Purchase decision, choose a substitute or even abandon the process [8]. Finally, at the Post-purchase evaluation stage the buyer would experience satisfaction if the need was fulfilled or dissonance, if the result falls short of expectations [9]. Along similar lines, Kotler proposes the Black Box model to explain internal influences on the buyer’s mind [10], including personal factors such as perception, motives, values, and lifestyle.

Evaluation of alternatives

For the purpose of this report, the analysis will focus on the Pre-Purchase Search and Evaluation of alternatives stages [7] as they are most relevant to consumer perception and choice criteria. Defined as ‘the process by which an individual receives, selects, organizes, and interprets information’ [9], perception depends on internal consumer factors such as beliefs, past experience and mood, and is influenced by the intensity of the stimulus received (e.g. olfactory cues in a hospital) and the context. During the comparison stage, consumers will shortlist several competing offers and try to predict functional outcomes (treatment efficacy) and their psychosocial consequences (relief of care givers). By summing up objective evaluative criteria such as price or warranty and subjective factors including image and design, expectations combine in the consumer’s mind to form attitudes, i.e. learned predispositions to respond to an object [9].

Country of origin effects on international service providers

The complexity of product evaluation escalates with the inclusion of non-domestic brands, especially in the case of services where quality cues and outcomes are mostly intangible. Although studies abound on country of origin effects for FMCG and luxury goods, little research is available regarding international services. A recent study on performing arts [11] found that Indian youth overwhelmingly prefer entertainment content from the US across all categories, have a positive attitude towards UK movies, and high consumption intention for Russian circus. A German study [12] found that buyers of foreign services are likely to form purchase intentions based on alternative quality indicators such as country of origin, brand name, and warranty for safety of banks and budget airlines.

Choice criteria for health care

Another high-involvement sector relevant to safety needs is health care, where high anxiety over physical and psychosocial risks influences the patient’s ability to assess service outcomes [13]. A summary of literature (Table 1) revealed quality of care, cleanliness, specialized services, price, and reputation among the main hospital evaluation criteria [14]. An older US study among the urban poor [15] found that most patients were willing to switch hospitals for convenience, but would stay for quality of care and familiarity with the site. When the comparison was drawn between public and private care, a Turkish study highlighted accessibility, image, and physical appearance as major attributes [16] favouring private hospitals (Table 1).

A paper on quality dimensions [17], investigated the impact of patient perceptions of unobserved attributes such as reputation on hospital choice. It was found that perceptions of reputation and medical services, including high clinical scores, had a strong impact on the final decision. In Turkey, customers relied on the behaviour and attitude of PR personnel to derive quality cues [18]. An Italian survey [19] went one step further to gauge not only the level of influence but also the consequences of social interaction on patients’ choice of hospital. The authors uncovered word of mouth, past experience, convenient access, and a low doctor-to-patient ratio as key variables in hospital decision. When analysing the viability of the decision made based on word-of-mouth, it was found that following informal sources may result in low quality treatment.

Hospital choice factors in developing economies

On the background of public hospital congestion, inadequate infrastructure, and insufficient insurance coverage, patients in emerging markets are more likely to set their purchase on basic factors such as price and infrastructure. In the case of tertiary hospitals (e.g. oncology, organ transplant, neurosurgery, etc.) in India, the referral decision is often made by the family in collaboration with the specialist doctor and takes into account basic amenities, hospital reputation, and budget [20,21]. When the doctor is not involved, Indian patients will favor multi-specialties and follow word of mouth [22] while Bangladesh will evaluate the amount of kickback (baksheesh) required in addition to the published fees [23].

In terms of actual service delivery, findings are somewhat contradictory. Although higher financial backing and international know-how should translate into better quality of private and foreign hospitals, Rannan-Eliya et al. [24] found that Sri Lankan public hospitals performed better in overall medical effectiveness, but worse for resource-intensive dimensions such as interpersonal skills and turnaround time. In contrast, Indian patients felt more assured with the reliable personnel and modern equipment in private hospitals. In Nigeria, overall perception was positive for both, although scores for private providers increased when high-level government hospitals were excluded from the comparison [25].

Vietnam hospitals overview

As a result of deregulation, Vietnam’s health care system has become more competitive with private and foreign options, but significant increases in out-of-pocket expenses have led to criticism of over-treating patients to grow revenue [26]. Following recent health care reforms, about 71% of Vietnam’s citizens are a registered social health insurance user, which covers 100% of costs for ethnic minorities and up to 80% for the poor and semi-poor (Vietnam accelerates universal health insurance, 2015). Still, affordability remains a key issue for the lower income bracket, with estimates placing an additional 14% of the population below the poverty line if health user charges were included [27].

Private care options include non-government local, joint-venture, and foreign hospitals and clinics, as well as evening clinics where doctors practice privately. Despite higher charges, private clinics were the first stop in about 60% of all illness episodes, followed by self-treatment in 23% of episodes or no treatment for the cash-strapped urban [28]. Gender wise, women were more likely to see a doctor while men tended to forego treatment or rely on the pharmacist’s advice [28]. In rural areas, treatment was often financed through borrowing or wiped out the household savings [29] leading to a ‘medical poverty trap’. With insurance, health expenses were reduced by as much as two thirds [30], hospital stays prolonged [31] and fewer days were missed from work or school [32].

Although top tuberculosis hospitals have excellent track records and are affordable, evidence showed strong preference for private care in the treatment of this disease. Lonnrith et al. [33] found that TB patients were drawn to the private sector’s flexibility of diagnostic procedures, and its hassle-free, anonymous treatment. Moreover, the authors could not trace a significant relationship between the patient’s socioeconomic class and the use of private providers, also confirmed by Nguyen et al.
Consideration other research in developing economies within the region, the current study proposes the following propositions specific to Vietnam

**P1:** Price is not the main factor in the decision-making process for international hospitals.

Despite numerous studies placing affordability as a key criterion, preference for private care did not appear to be specifically tied to socioeconomic class of Vietnamese patients (Nguyen, Berman, & Larsen, 2002). This hypothesis will test whether the apparently independence between income and choice of private care can be extrapolated to the usage of international hospitals, where costs are up to four times higher than for private local hospitals.

**P2:** Vietnamese patients have a positive attitude towards international hospitals compared with local public or private hospitals.

According to cultural research, Asian consumers are more likely to derive quality from ‘borrowed’ cues such as endorsement by opinion leaders, international affiliation, awards and certificates (9,41,42). As the literature showed wide differences of opinion on the effectiveness of public and private care in various developing economies, but did not directly measure perceptions of international hospitals, this hypothesis aims to test to what extent Vietnamese patients are influenced by foreign affiliation of hospitals.

**P3:** The patient's age influences their perception of international hospitals compared with local public or private hospitals.

Studies from various industries have demonstrated that younger customers tend to be more open to new ideas and likely to try and adopt innovative products, while older consumers are loyal to familiar brands in order to minimize risks (7). On the other hand, Vietnam scores highly on the cultural dimensions of uncertainty avoidance and risk-avoidance, which are associated with low innovation. Therefore, it would be interesting to gauge the extent to which the patient’s age may override cultural tendencies to impact on international hospital perceptions.
**Research Methodology**

**Research design**

The study employed the inductive method [43-45] in an exploratory investigation of patient perceptions and choice criteria for international hospitals. Face-to-face qualitative interviews were deemed a suitable method for collecting richer insight into each patient’s personal experience, attitude, and perceptions [45]. In addition, health care can be a delicate topic; therefore personal interviews offered the adequate level of privacy for the researcher to probe into the hospital decision-making process.

**Data collection**

Interviews of about 20-35 min were conducted face-to-face with 11 patients, of which 6 patients under 40 and 5 patients aged 40 and above. The sample size was determined based on the principle of saturation [45] in order to increase credibility. To be included, respondents had to be over 18, Vietnamese, living in HCM City, who had received treatment at an international hospital at least once within the previous 6 months. To vary the depth of experience, a quota of three respondents had to have undergone some serious intervention that required hospitalization, surgery, or repeated follow-up visits. Respondents were intercepted around District 10 of HCM City, as this area is considered a medical hub with over 30 local and international hospitals (Hospitals in HCM City and Southern Provinces, 2016).

The authors drafted a topic outline with main and probing questions, which were reviewed with a local research director then translated into Vietnamese. Two pilot interviews were conducted to test reactions, brainstorm more probing directions, and estimate duration. The actual interviews were conducted by an experienced local interviewer (as the author does not speak Vietnamese) who introduced herself, explained the purpose of the research, and clarified ethical and privacy concerns. The interviewer got permission to use an audio recorder and took notes on body language for later review. Transcripts were translated into English and then coded [45] based on recurrent issues. Later, the author prioritized major themes by relevance and highlighted useful quotes for reproduction in the actual paper.

**Limitations**

Although care was taken to ensure high utility and credibility of data collection, the paper does have some limitations, namely: The sample size is small and non-random (to maximize relevancy of respondents); the study area is limited to a relatively wealthy district of HCM City, which means the insight collected may not be extrapolated to patients in North and Central Vietnam or in smaller towns; additionally, the investigation is a snapshot of the current situation and lacks the long-term orientation perspective that a longitudinal study would have provided.

This paper stemmed from the graduate research project of the first author: due to time and resource limitations, data could not have been collected from regions outside of the Ho Chi Minh City. The findings should be interpreted cautiously and broader generalizations may not be made. That said, regional factors and diversity across patient samples aside, the findings should be able valid to other population groups [13,46-49].

**Data Analysis**

Based on the data collected, there are some differences in the attitude and choice criteria of local v. international hospitals among younger patients compared to the older group. This section will start with patient profiles, then analyse their perceptions of foreign versus local hospitals and finally summarize the key criteria for international care.

**Patient profile**

All of the younger patients (late 20s to under 40) had a bachelor degree or higher education and held white collar jobs in IT, retail, sales, or admin, within a comfortable salary range of about 10-20 million VND/month (about 500-1,000 USD). To them, health care means ensuring a fully functional body that will cope with a busy working life. As a result, most consult a specialist at the first worrying symptoms (especially female respondents), and may eat organic food and go for fitness to keep in shape. Thanks to young age and preventive care, they tend to suffer only from minor illnesses, such as cold, flu, fever, dental, and gastro ailments.

The older patients (aged 40-65) are either retired or self-employed, and must spend money wisely due to family commitments, e.g. university tuition for child. In terms of health [50-52], many suffer from chronic diseases (diabetes, cardio, joints) and see their physician regularly to monitor risk factors and may undergo major lifestyle changes such as change of diet, walking, and yoga.

**Perception of foreign versus local hospitals**

Generally, older middle income patients believe that local government hospitals have excellent Vietnamese doctors for treating serious illnesses (cancer, cardio, etc.), but service quality and facilities are dismal. The younger group prefer streamlined, hassle-free private care and, when employer insurance covers it, international hospitals, for the ‘special attention’ and modern equipment. Across all ages, respondents who experienced international hospitals remained with a lasting positive impression of feeling ‘privileged’ to be seen by expert doctors and pampered ‘like in a 5-star hotel’ [53-56].

**Local public hospitals**

Perception: Public hospitals have the highest awareness among older respondents, with prestigious doctors offering expert treatment for low- and mid-income patients, especially coming from the province under social health coverage. Among HCM City residents, older respondents are very familiar with public hospitals, but visits are limited to hospitalization or surgery.

Drivers and barriers: Especially older respondents trust public hospitals for reputable, expert doctors that prescribe treatment which will effectively deal with the diseases. National public hospitals are perceived to have suitable equipment (ultrasound, CT) and are quite affordable due to SHI. Despite their expertise, doctors were also the greatest barrier to public care and appeared ‘rude, cold, and inconsiderate’ because they readily dismiss patients. Secondly, users highlighted the insensitive support staff (nurses, X-ray technician, etc.) who ‘herd us in like cattle to undress in front of everybody for X-ray’, which adds to the discomfort of worrisome symptoms. Thirdly, congested waiting areas (with family and patients sleeping in hallways), dirty toilets, bed-sharing, and unclean surroundings give an unsafe feeling and fear of infection. Finally, all respondents complained about long waiting times (up to 4-6 hours for a visit), a critical barrier for working professionals. In summary, unless carrying a critical disease or forced to seek SHI coverage due to low income, most older respondents and all younger targets are reluctant to visit public hospitals.
Private care

Perception: Seen as careful, quick, and effective, private care has top of mind awareness and is the first stop for younger patients across all income brackets. A number of older patients who experienced the difference also traded up and away from government hospitals for common illnesses without complications.

Drivers and barriers: Respondents across all ages first notice the helpful staff that offer clear guidance, and devoted doctors who spend time to understand the patient’s symptoms. Valued by the younger group, private hospitals have quick procedures and comfortable facilities (clean, modern waiting area, functional elevators) which help visitors ‘calm down and feel less scared of being in a hospital.’ The only quality issue raised by younger targets was running the same tests as a government hospital, but at much higher charges. Some older patients—especially those loyal to international hospitals—expressed concern over the doctors’ seniority and expertise, and over-treating to gain more revenue; ‘I thought I would be done in two visits, but the hospital kept delaying the diagnostic to make me come back for more tests.’ Finally, all patients mentioned the higher price—an important criterion for older users with serious diseases, but of moderate significance for the healthier younger segment. To sum up, the private sector is warmly welcome by HCM City residents, especially working professionals who are willing to try new options and those who have not experienced international providers. However, conservative older patients in the mid-income bracket still trust public hospitals for the reasonable fees and effective results.

International and foreign joint-venture hospitals

Perception: All respondents who directly experienced international hospitals (SOS, Family Medical Practice) and foreign joint-venture hospitals (French-Vietnamese hospital) recalled strong, positive images of personalized care in ‘a world where everyone smiles’ with reassuring, ‘knowledgeable doctors who really listen’ and impressive ‘state-of-the-art equipment’. For many, it was a revelation of a new benchmark of what health care should be, and, as long as they can afford international care through their employer or personal insurance, they will never go back to local providers.

Drivers and barriers: In order of priority, patients appreciated the doctor’s professional consultation—being asked about objectives and expectations, discussing pros and cons of various treatment alternatives, and receiving tips on healthy living. Among those requiring hospitalization, patients spoke highly of being visited daily by foreign doctors, and having nurses available around the clock. Secondly, most patients mentioned ethical, personalized care: patients felt that the staff and the doctors at international hospitals treated them as ‘a privileged client’ and did so ‘out of professional responsibility rather than just for money’. Thirdly, respondents appreciated the fast and efficient processes, and the staff who accompany patients between departments and proactively assist without being asked (‘the staff saw that I had trouble walking around and immediately brought a wheelchair’). Finally, outstanding facilities gave patients a sense of reassurance about treatment quality due to detailed test results and high-tech devices that allowed the client to ‘see inside my own body with a live camera’. Among those interviewed, older patients tried international care when prompted by family after local centers failed them, while the younger group tried out of curiosity after seeing the foreign brand on their employer benefit list.

The only major barrier mentioned was the high price, as much as four times compared to local alternatives ‘My haemorrhoids surgery cost me 40 million (approx. 2,000 USD) here, although it would have been only 8 million (400 USD) in a government hospital and 12 million (600 USD) in a private one.’ However, all those interviewed were willing to absorb the out-of-pocket expenses for general check-up and minor treatments, and co-pay when needed. Most interviewee’s accessed international care through their employer and, of those who changed jobs; all chose to repurchase the hospital’s personal insurance to continue to receive treatment there. High satisfaction and the perception of good value for money were consistent even among chronic patients who required costly hospitalization or frequent follow-ups far from home. A minor barrier mentioned by two patients was a support staff ‘who was being Vietnamese’ referring to someone scowling or being unfriendly, but both patients attributed such slips to culturally embedded habits (‘I don’t think it’s the hospital’s fault, but rather the girl forgot for a moment that she was working in an international hospital’).

Discussion

This section will provide a breakdown of each choice criterion into underlying elements, followed by a presentation of factors in order of priority for public, private, and international hospitals across age groups and income levels.

Factor Priority

As reflected in the interviews, choice factors for trial and repurchase at international hospitals appear to be quite different from drivers for local public and private care. For local hospitals, the factors are, in order of priority: hospital reputation, doctor quality, customer service, facilities, location, and SHI coverage. Probing further into what reinforces each factor, it was found that hospital reputation results from word-of-mouth from current users, direct mention of a strong specialty (particularly for government hospitals), endorsement (linked to medical university for state, or international investment for private), and strong marketing communications (TV, editorials in the press). Before the visit, the perception of doctor quality is given by seniority and experience (older respondents feel most assured when the doctor has 10-15 years of work experience in a national hospital) and qualifications (PhD studies or overseas training are appreciated by older and more traditional patients). During the actual experience, doctor quality is reinforced through both technical expertise and interpersonal skill: patients expect accurate diagnostic and quick recovery (especially at government hospitals), but also a caring and devoted doctor who listens and consults in detail (this expectation is highest among the younger group at private facilities). Service is of high importance for private care among younger users as it calms them down and encourages them to return for follow-ups. Major components include staff attitude and resourcefulness (nice-to-have for private, but outstanding point of differentiation for international care), and fast, streamlined procedures (e.g. computerized registrations).

Among lesser factors, facilities are already a perceived advantage of private providers and an add-on for international hospitals. This factor is supported by: 1) Modern technology to provide accurate diagnostic and assurance; 2) A one-stop comprehensive range of testing equipment for holistic exams (no side trips to labs); 3) Clean and modern building (functional elevators, disinfected restrooms, AC, signposts) which suggests safety from infection and hospital quality. In terms of location, younger patients with minor ailments prefer hospitals within their daily commute, or accessible from different...
residential areas. Out-of-the-way location is acceptable in serious cases (surgery, cancer), especially among older consumers with affordability barrier. Finally, SHI coverage was mentioned mostly for treating chronic illness by those in the lower income bracket (under 750 USD/month per household, non-residents).

Some variations were encountered across age and income. For low-income patients and out-of-town referrals to state-run institutions, SHI coverage (affordability) takes a close third place in the consideration set, with all other factors remaining as above. Even in the higher income bracket, hospital reputation and doctor quality are still critical for older respondents, for chronic or serious cases (cardio, diabetes, joints) and among traditional younger users who doubt the ethics of private facilities.

Although hospital reputation is still key in the choice of private care, customer service, facilities, and location become the main triggers in the decision to trade up from government institutions. Younger working professionals irrespective of income choose private institutions for the efficient processes and convenient location, and appreciate the opportunity to be productive while waiting in the AC lounges with free Wi-Fi. Additionally, a number of older patients welcome the warm smiles and clean surroundings after dreading the poor hygiene and rude service of state-run hospitals. Doctor quality appears to be less important when opting for private providers, as patients have a strong perception that doctors here are ‘nice and caring, but not the best experts’ and see private hospitals as offering ‘a quick fix if you don’t have complications’.

The general consensus among users of international health care is ‘best in every way, as long as you have the money’. Within the market, international institutions have the lowest awareness, as most respondents had experienced only one provider and were unable to name others. With few exceptions, the trial trigger was employer benefit, with one interviewee picking the first foreign hospital found online after family recommendation, and another getting an indirect first impression while accompanying a relative. During the actual experience, users are most impressed with doctor quality, especially work ethics, comprehensive consultation, and a general sense that the doctor really has their best interest at heart. A close second criterion is service, in particular the friendly and proactive support staff who assist with procedures, comprehensive range of medical devices, and the five-star feel of amenities for in-patient care. The only serious barrier mentioned was the high cost of care, but all respondents already had renewed or were willing to renew their coverage by purchasing insurance directly from the hospital. One isolated incident of staff inattentiveness was mentioned, but interviewees did not appear to hold the hospital responsible.

Although the majority of Vietnamese studies reviewed in the literature Centered on affordability, the current investigation reveals price to be an issue only for the low income patients visiting government hospitals under SHI and referral. Even for this group, cost of care was mentioned only in third place, after hospital reputation, and doctor quality. For all other interviewees, especially among younger HCMC dwellers, good customer service and streamlined processes were paramount. Finally, users of international hospitals considered quality of doctors, quality of service, and facilities as key criteria before meeting price, and stated their decision to directly purchase the international hospital’s insurance without employer support, thus confirming proposition 1.

As identified in the literature and confirmed through this study, the great majority of local patients have a negative opinion of state hospitals in all aspects except doctor expertise and affordability. In addition, although younger targets and less traditional older users appreciate the friendly service and fast procedures in private hospitals, their view is affected by lack of trust in the doctors’ ability and ethics, e.g. overmedicating. Moreover, all those interviewed appeared to have a strong positive perception of international hospitals as a new benchmark in all aspects of expertise, service, and amenities, thus confirming proposition 2.

Based on the interviews conducted, age appears to play a part in the perception of both private and public care, but not international. As shown above, young working professionals vastly favour private hospitals for fast and convenient care with friendly doctors in pleasant
surroundings. Conversely, older users with chronic illnesses at various income levels were more likely to visit government facilities for effective and affordable treatment, despite unpleasant conditions. Although steps were taken to vary the age of the sample, a unanimous positive opinion of foreign institutions was revealed among all age groups, thus disproving proposition 3.

Conclusion

In the final analysis, it is felt that the study has achieved its stated objectives of identifying the perceptions of HCMC patients towards international hospitals (strongly positive) compared with local public and private hospitals, the key decision factors in choosing international care (quality of doctors, service, facilities) and the drivers and barriers towards foreign hospitals (price as the only barrier). As far as hypotheses are concerned, the study confirmed that price is not a primary criterion considered in the choice of international hospital (confirmed H1), proved that Vietnamese patients have a positive impression of international hospitals (confirmed H2), but found that, in fact, there seems to be no relationship between the patients’ age and their perception of international hospitals (disproved H3).

As awareness is low but perceptions are favourable, international and foreign joint-venture hospitals in HCMC City should strengthen their B2B relationship with HR Managers and have their hospital listed under employer insurance. This would lower the perceived price barrier while at the same time exposing more potential patients to trial and preventive care visits. Since hospital reputation was found to strongly link to word-of-mouth and perceived quality of doctors, international facilities should emphasize doctor’s full consultation and proactive staff in their marketing communications to upper middle and higher income HCMC dwellers. To reduce the perceived affordability barrier, the foreign providers can also encourage existing buyers of the hospital’s own insurance to influence peers through a friend referral system.

Although measures were taken to maximize the utility and credibility of this qualitative study by selecting highly relevant respondents of different age, gender, income, and severity of illness, a number of limitations need to be stated: The sample size is small (11 respondents) and subjected to only one research method (qualitative interviews), the study is limited to only one area of one city (medical hub in HCMC) and was conducted within approximately one month (April 2016). To expand on the current research, future investigations may include a larger sample size (e.g. 384 respondents for 95% confidence with 5% margin on error) drawn from a more representative population set (quotas for North and Central Vietnam, and for smaller towns). Future studies could use two research methods for triangulation (e.g. quantitative surveys in addition to qualitative insight) and carry them out longitudinally over a longer period. In terms of areas investigated, possible hypotheses can test the actual weight and relevance of each decision criterion, measure the impact of employer support on accessibility, or estimate the effectiveness of various communication channels in inducing trial and preference for international health care.
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